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GRAND PRIX RANGE
Originally introduced in 1966, the single seater Grand Prix retains the octagonal
nose first seen on the Watsonian Sports sidecar of 1930, giving it a timeless
appearance. Standard body colour is black or white, with many other finishes
available. The body is made from glass fibre, with a polished gelcoat finish.
Traditional polished aluminium beading is fitted on the nose, plus cast luggage
rails on the boot lid.

The standard Grand Prix has a hinged, locking boot lid, upholstered bucket seat and cast
aluminium footplate. The chassis is made from 1.5" tubular steel; all joints are welded for
strength and it is powder coated for durability. Swinging arm suspension is fitted, with a rising
rate spring and hydraulic damping, for a smooth ride. A tonneau cover is supplied as standard.
Two other versions are available - the wide bodied GP700 and sporty GP Manx (see over).

The GP Manx has a
shortened chassis, making it
lighter and more compact
than the Grand Prix.
Ideal for a sporting
combination or smaller
capacity motorcycle/scooter,
tilt the seat forward for
access to the boot. A
tonneau cover is included
and a hood is available as
an optional extra on all
Grand Prix models.

The GP700 is the wide
bodied version of the GP
sidecar (overall width
40″). It seats an adult and
child or two children, while
retaining the classic looks
of the other GP models.
Its bench seat is 700mm
(27.5″) wide at hip height.
This sidecar is suitable for
compatible motorcycles
over 500cc.

Designed for Vespa's popular GTS 250 & 300
cc scooters, Zanzara means mosquito in
Italian, a reference to the sidecar's history. It
attaches to the scooter’s pressed steel
chassis with a special sub-frame, and is fitted
with a 12” Vespa front wheel for balance. The
look is completed by the DL mudguard,
introduced in the 1950s, for authentic retro
style. The GP Manx body (above) can also
be fitted to the Zanzara chassis.
All Grand Prix models are
available with either the DL
10″ alloy wheel or the
Jubilee 16″ rim with
stainless steel spokes and
machined aluminium
Watsonian hub.

GRAND PRIX

ETEOR / ZANZARA
| Overall Length - 2100 mm |
GP700
GP MANX
| Leg room - 1120 mm |
| Cockpit width - 390 mm |
| Weight - 65 kg |

